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Counting Even Numbers in an Array 

This course focuses on the essential skill of counting even numbers in an array using C#. Participants will 

learn the fundamental concepts and techniques required to efficiently count even numbers in an array. 

The course will cover topics such as understanding even numbers, implementing the counting logic, 

using loops and conditional statements, and displaying the count. Through hands-on exercises and 

practical examples, participants will gain the skills necessary to effectively count even numbers in an 

array and apply this knowledge to solve programming challenges. 

Introduction 

In this module, we will begin by understanding the concept of even numbers. Even numbers are integers 

that are divisible by 2 without leaving a remainder. We will explore the properties and characteristics of 

even numbers, as well as their significance in programming and problem-solving. 

Next, we will learn how to identify even numbers using the modulus operator (%). The modulus 

operator calculates the remainder when one number is divided by another. By using the modulus 

operator with a divisor of 2, we can determine if a number is even or odd based on whether the 

remainder is 0 or not. 

Finally, we will delve into the importance of counting even numbers in an array. Arrays are collections of 

elements, and being able to count even numbers within an array can be crucial in various programming 

scenarios. Whether it's analyzing data, solving mathematical problems, or filtering elements based on 

their parity, knowing how to count even numbers efficiently is a fundamental skill for any programmer. 

By the end of this module, you will have a solid understanding of the concept of even numbers, how to 

identify them using the modulus operator, and the significance of counting even numbers in an array. 

This knowledge will serve as the foundation for the subsequent modules, where we will dive deeper into 

implementing the counting logic, displaying the count, and applying advanced techniques to optimize 

our code. Get ready to unlock the power of even numbers in your programming journey! 

Objectives 

Throughout this module, we will emphasize a four-step approach: understand, learn, practice, and 

apply. By following this approach, you will not only gain a conceptual understanding of even numbers 

but also develop the necessary skills to implement the counting logic, apply it to real-world scenarios, 

and enhance your problem-solving abilities. 

Objectives: 

• Understand the concept of even numbers and their properties. 

• Learn how to identify even numbers using the modulus operator. 
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• Practice counting even numbers in an array using loops and conditional statements. 

• Apply the knowledge gained to real-world scenarios and problem-solving. 

Source code example 

1. using System;   
2.    
3. namespace CountingEvenNumbers   
4. {   
5.     class Program   
6.     {   
7.         static void Main()   
8.         {   
9.             Console.WriteLine("iNetTutor.com");   
10.             Console.WriteLine("Counting Even Numbers in an Array");   
11.             // Declare and initialize an array of integers   
12.             int[] numbers = { 10, 5, 8, 3, 15, 20 };   
13.    
14.             // Display the list of numbers in the array   
15.             Console.WriteLine("Numbers in the array: " + string.Join(", ", numbe

rs));   
16.    
17.             // Initialize count variable to keep track of even numbers   
18.             int count = 0;   
19.    
20.             // Iterate through the array to count even numbers   
21.             for (int i = 0; i < numbers.Length; i++)   
22.             {   
23.                 if (numbers[i] % 2 == 0)   
24.                 {   
25.                     count++;   
26.                 }   
27.             }   
28.    
29.             // Display the count of even numbers   
30.             Console.WriteLine("The count of even numbers in the array is: " + co

unt);   
31.             Console.ReadKey();   
32.         }   
33.     }   
34. }   

 

Explanation 

The provided source code is a C# program that counts the number of even numbers in an array. Let's 

break down the code and explain its functionality: 

• The program starts with two Console.WriteLine statements that display the title and purpose of 

the program. 

• An array of integers named numbers is declared and initialized with some values. 
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• The Console.WriteLine statement with string.Join is used to display the list of numbers in the 

array. The string.Join method concatenates the elements of the array into a single string, 

separated by commas. 

• A variable named count is initialized to 0. This variable will keep track of the count of even 

numbers. 

• A for loop is used to iterate through each element of the numbers array. 

• Inside the loop, an if statement checks if the current number is even by using the modulus 

operator %. If the remainder is 0, it means the number is even, and the count variable is 

incremented. 

• After the loop, the program displays the count of even numbers using 

another Console.WriteLine statement. 

• Finally, Console.ReadKey() is used to wait for a key press before the program terminates. 

This program effectively counts the number of even numbers in the given array and displays the count 

to the user. 

Output 

 

Summary 

Our blog post begins by introducing the concept of even numbers and their significance in programming. 

We explore how to identify even numbers using the modulus operator, which allows us to determine if a 

number is even by checking if its remainder after division by 2 is equal to 0. 

Moving forward, we focus on implementing the counting logic in C#. We guide you through the process 

of declaring and initializing an array of integers, and then demonstrate how to use a loop to iterate 

through each element of the array. Within the loop, we employ conditional statements to identify and 

count even numbers. 
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To make the concept more tangible, we provide a practical example where we declare an array of 

numbers and count the even numbers within it. We showcase the code and provide explanations for 

each step, ensuring that you understand the logic behind counting even numbers in an array using C#. 

Next, we discuss the importance of error handling and handling edge cases. We address scenarios such 

as empty arrays or arrays with no even numbers, providing insights on how to handle such situations 

gracefully. 

As we progress, we introduce advanced techniques and optimization strategies. We explore alternative 

approaches, such as utilizing LINQ queries, to count even numbers more efficiently. We also provide 

insights into the time and space complexity of different techniques, enabling you to choose the most 

suitable approach based on your specific programming needs. 

To reinforce your learning, we offer practice exercises and real-world scenarios where you can apply 

your newfound knowledge. These exercises will enhance your problem-solving skills and deepen your 

understanding of the concept. 

In the final section of the blog post, we introduce a hands-on project: the Even Number Counter 

Application. This project consolidates everything you have learned throughout the lesson. By 

implementing the counting logic in a practical project, you will gain confidence in your abilities and have 

a tangible artifact to showcase your skills. 

Conclusion: Counting even numbers in an array is a fundamental programming skill that can greatly 

enhance your problem-solving capabilities. With our comprehensive lesson on counting even numbers 

in an array using C#, you will acquire the necessary knowledge and techniques to tackle this task with 

confidence. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced programmer, mastering this skill will 

undoubtedly strengthen your programming repertoire. So, don't hesitate, dive into our blog post and 

unlock the power of counting even numbers in an array using C#. 

Exercises and Assessment 

Here are some activities and exercises that can help improve the source code of the lesson on counting 

even numbers in an array using C#: 

1. Error Handling: Modify the source code to handle potential errors, such as when the array is 

empty or when there are no even numbers present. Implement appropriate error messages and 

error-checking mechanisms to handle these scenarios gracefully. 

2. User Input: Allow users to enter their own set of numbers for the array instead of using a pre-

defined array. Prompt the user to enter the size of the array and then input the numbers. Adapt 

the code to count even numbers in the user-provided array. 
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3. Extension to Odd Numbers: Modify the code to count both even and odd numbers in the array. 

Update the code logic to track and display the count of both types of numbers separately. This 

exercise will help expand your understanding of number classification and counting in arrays. 

4. Interactive Menu: Develop an interactive menu-driven program where users can choose 

different options, such as counting even numbers, entering a new array, displaying the current 

array, or exiting the program. Implement appropriate functions and user prompts to allow users 

to navigate through the menu. 

By engaging in these activities and exercises, you will not only improve your understanding of counting 

even numbers in an array but also enhance your programming skills and problem-solving abilities. Have 

fun exploring and refining the source code! 

Meta Description 

"Learn C# array manipulation: Count even numbers efficiently. Practical insights, challenges, and real-

world applications await. Happy coding!                " 


